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Abstract. This paper presents a layer-model based method to segment
moving objects from image sequence with accurate boundaries. The seg-
mentation framework involves three stages: Motion seed detection, Mo-
tion layer expansion and Motion boundary refinement. In the first stage,
motion seeds, which determine the amount and initial position of motion
layers, are detected by corner matching between consecutive frames, and
classified by global motion analysis. In the second stage, the detected
motion seeds are expanded into motion layers. To preserve the spatial
continuity, an energy function is defined to evaluate the spatial smooth-
ness and accuracy of the layers. Then, Graph Cuts technique is used
to solve the energy minimization problem and extract motion layers. In
the last stage, the extracted layers are combined with edge information
to find accurate boundaries of moving objects. The proposed method is
tested on several image sequences and the experimental results illustrate
its promising performance.

1 Introduction

Moving object segmentation is very important for many video processing ap-
plications, such as video representation, analysis, compression and synthesis. In
the past, a number of algorithms have been proposed, each of which has its
particular features and applications.

Arch and Kaup [1] proposed a segmentation technique using a statistical
approach. They model the difference of pixels in background as a gaussian dis-
tribution and change detection mask (CDM) is yielded by finding the frame
difference. Since this technique relies on the intensity information, there are
always hollows within the detected motion regions when there is no plenty of
textures. This shortcoming is partly overcome by Mech and Wollborn in [2] using
morphological closing operation.

Meier and Ngan proposed an automatic segmentation technique for moving
objects using a binary image model [3]. The binary model is derived from an
edge image and is updated every frame to keep the changes in location and
shape. The detection of a moving object is based on the binary model matching
between two consecutive frames using Hausdoff distance. The advantage of this
technique lies in its capable of tracking an object that stops moving for a certain
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period of time. However, the segmentation results depend on the success of the
initial segmentation at the first frame.

In [4], Nicolescu and Medioni have employed a tensor voting procedure to
obtain piecewise smooth motion region. They used two successive frames as
input. For every pixel in the first frame, a normalized cross- correlation procedure
is used to produce candidate matches for the second image. Then, 4-D tensor
voting is performed to find the best match motion vector. After that, another
2-D tensor voting is used to obtain the motion boundary. While in some cases
this method gives fairly nice results, its accuracy is influenced by the initial
computation of candidate matches. Furthermore, it has the same problem as [1]
that the spatial continuity of motion regions also depends on the abundance of
textures.

In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed for automatic moving object seg-
mentation, which can solve the above problems. The segmentation scheme con-
sists of three steps: Motion seed detection, Motion layer expansion and Mo-
tion boundary refinement. In the first stage, motion seeds, which determine the
amount and initial position of motion layers, are detected by corner matching
between consecutive frames, and classified by global motion analysis. In the
second stage, the detected motion seeds are expanded into motion layers. Dur-
ing the expansion process, an energy function is defined to evaluate the spatial
smoothness and accuracy of the motion layers, by means of what the layer can
keep its spatial continuity even when there is no plenty of textures. Then, Graph
Cuts technique is used to settle the energy minimization problem and expand
the motion layers. In the last stage, the extracted layers are combined with edge
information to find the accurate boundaries of moving objects.

2 Motion Seed Detection

Layered models [5][6][7][8] provide a natural way to detect motion areas with
different velocities. Computationally, the problem is addressed by first estimating
motion vectors for all the pixels, then pixels are grouped into different layers
based on their motion cues. Thus, to extract motion layers, it is necessary to
first find out how many motions are there in the video and where they are. In
this paper, such motions are regarded as seeds for the further extracted motion
layers.

In this section, we extract the motion seeds by tracking corners between con-
secutive frames.

First, Harris detector is performed to detect corners in the current frame. The
detected corners are tracked back to the previous frame to find their correspon-
dences. Based on the coordinate difference between corresponding corners, the
motion vectors between them are achieved. Then, the extracted corners together
with their motion vectors are regarded as motion seeds.

Since the extracted motion seeds are disordered, to distinguish those belonging
to moving objects, global motion analysis is used to cluster them into global
motion seeds and local motion seedsbased on their motion vectors, where global
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motion seeds have motion vectors consistent with global motion caused by the
motion of camera, and local motion seeds have motion vectors corresponding to
local motions caused by the moving objects.

For global motion analysis, a 3-parameter model is proposed to describe global
motion, which can be expressed as[

vx

vy

]
= a1

[
x
y

]
+

[
a2
a3

]
(1)

In the above model, (x, y) is a pixel’s coordinates with respect to the center of
the image, and (vx, vy) is the motion vector of the pixel. The three parameters
are

a1 = zxy, a2 = f1(px, zxy), a3 = f2(py, zxy) (2)

where zxy is the zoom factor of the moving camera and (px, py) is the pan vector.
Based on the 3-parameter model, all the candidate motion seeds are compared

with the global motion to find out whether they belong to the global motion or
not. Such process is performed as follows:

STEP 1. The 3 parameters in formula (1) are estimated based on potential
global motion seeds. (Note that for the first iteration, all the seeds are regarded
as potential global motion seeds.)

Suppose there are N potential global motion seeds. Let (vk
x, vk

y ) be the motion
vector of a seed k(k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1), whose coordinate is (sk

x, sk
y) with respect

to the center of the frame. The parameters (a1, a2, a3) are estimated using the
following criteria:

(a1, a2, a3) = arg min
N−1∑
k=0
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k
x − a2)2 + (vk

y − a1s
k
y − a3)2] (3)

Differentiating (3) with respect to the parameters and setting the derivatives to
zero, the following solution can be achieved as:
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STEP 2. Based on the estimated parameters (a1, a2, a3) by STEP 1, each

potential global motion seed k is checked by

∆k = (vk
x − a1s

k
x − a2)2 + (vk

y − a1s
k
y − a3)2 (7)
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If ∆k lies within a predefined threshold, seed k will be maintained as a potential
global motion seed. Otherwise, it will be regarded as a local motion seed.

STEP 3. Return to STEP 1 and re-estimate (a1, a2, a3) based on the re-
maining potential global motion seeds.

The detected motion seeds will be used as the initial state of motion layer
expansion in the following section, where the local motion seeds will be expanded
into motion layers corresponding to moving objects and global motion seeds to
layers corresponding to background. Fig. 1 shows an example of detected motion
seeds on Hall-monitor.

Fig. 1. Motion seed detection: the white squares illustrate the detected global motion
seeds, and the black squares are the local motion seeds

3 Motion Layer Expansion

In this section, Graph cuts technique [9][10] is used to expand the motion layers
from the detected motion seeds. Based on Graph cuts theory, motion layer ex-
pansion is regarded as an image-labelling process, where the labels correspond to
motion vectors. During the labelling process, pixels belonging to different motion
layers will have different labels.

3.1 Energy Function Definition

According to [8], many layer models have a weakness that each pixel is assigned
to a layer independently of its neighbor pixels. As the result, the extracted layers
always don’t manifest the constraint that most physical objects are spatially
coherent. In this paper, this spatial coherency constraint is formulated into an
energy minimization problem, and then settled by graph cuts technique.

For the image-labelling process, the assigned labels should be consistent with
the image data and be piecewise smooth, viz. they should remain unchanged or
vary smoothly on the surface of an object, but change dramatically at object
boundaries. Such problem can be described as: Finding a labelling f that assigns
each pixel p ∈ P a label fp ∈ L, where f is both piecewise smooth and consistent
with the observed data.In this paper, the above problem is formulated into an
energy minimization problem with the energy function
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E(f) = Edata(f) + Esmooth(f) (8)

Here Esmooth evaluates the extent of how f is piecewise smooth, while Edata

evaluates the disagreement between f and the observed data. The form of Edata

is typically
Edata(f) =

∑
p∈P Dp(fp)

Dp(fp) = |Icurrent(p) − Iprevious(q)| (9)

where Icurrent(p) is the intensity of p in the current frame. And q is the corre-
sponding pixel of p in the next frame. The Esmooth is defined as

Esmooth(f) =
∑

{p,q}∈P Vp,q(fp, fq)

Vp,q(fp, fq) =
{

0 if fp = fq

const if fp �= fq

(10)

where N is the set of interacting pairs of pixels. const is the energy evaluating
the smoothness of adjacent labels.

3.2 Motion Layer Expansion

Graph cuts technique [9] is used to minimize the energy defined in (8). The
construction of the graph is the same as that used in [10]. This section illustrates
how to achieve motion layers from motion seeds using such method.

First, some of the graph nodes are labelled initially according to the different
type of the motion seeds. All nodes corresponding to the global motion seeds will
be assigned a uniform label l0. Nodes corresponding to local motion seeds will be
labelled independently: For to a local motion seeds k, with coordinates (sk

x, sk
y)

and motion vector (vk
x , vk

y ), its graph node will be assigned an special label lk.
Based on the labelled graph, the nodes assigned l0 will be regarded as belonging
to background, and nodes assigned other labels will be regarded as belonging
to moving objects, whose motion is described by (vk

x, vk
y ). Then, the process of

motion layer expansion from motion seeds can be summarized as:

STEP 1. Start with initial labelling f , where only the nodes corresponding
to motion seeds are labelled;

STEP 2. Compute the E(f) of (8);
STEP 3. Set success := 0;
STEP 4. For each label l ∈ L:
4.1. Find f̂ = arg minE(f c) using Graph cuts technique;
4.2. If E(f̂) < E(f), set f := f̂ and success := 1;
STEP 5. If success = 1 goto STEP 2; else, goto STEP 6;
STEP 6. Output the final f .

In the final f , each node in the graph is assigned a label corresponding to its
motion, based on what motion layers are naturally extracted. Pixels who were
assigned label l0 are segmented as background. Then, the rest pixels with other
labels can be regarded as the moving objects. The motion layers extracted for
Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2. it can be seen that the spatial continuity of layers is
well preserved by graph cuts technique. According to Fig. 2, it is clear that
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Fig. 2. Motion layers: (a) shows the extracted motion layers in 3-D space, where the
horizontal dimensions correspond to (x, y) coordinates in image plane and vertical
dimension v correspond to v = (v2

x +v2
y)1/2. The extracted layers can also be described

by velocity map as shown in (b), where a higher velocity v has a higher intensity.

4 Motion Boundary Refinement

When the motion layers are extracted, the objects can be roughly identified
by their motion, but the extracted motion layers may still be inaccurate along
the motion boundaries. This section will combine edge information to refine the
motion boundaries.

In this paper, morphological watershed transform [11] is used to detect inten-
sity edges, which can produce an image partition with regions enclosed by one-
pixel-wide contours. To deal with the over-segmentation problem of watershed
segmentation, a region merging method presented in [12] is used to post-process
the image.

Suppose the current image is partitioned into n regions � = {R1, R2, · · · , Rn},
and every region Ri is enclosed by a one-pixel-wide edge Ei. Based on the seg-
mented edge map, following information are calculated: ||Ri||, area of region
Ri; ||Ei||, length of edge Ei. On the other hand, velocity map provides us an
initial Object Mask (OM), regions not labeled by l0, with rough boundaries.
Fig. 3(a) shows the initial OM by white regions. Then, considering the edge
map together with the initial OM, object segmentation is regarded as a re-
gion classification process, in which all the regions will be classified into two
groups: object regions and background regions. The classification is based on

Fig. 3. Moving object extraction: (a) shows the initial OM and the edge map; (b) is
the refined OM; the extracted object is shown in (c)
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the motion analysis from both the regions and the edges. Two criteria are de-
fined: RPi = ||R∗

i ||/||Ri||, whereR∗
i = {p|p ∈ OM, p ∈ Ri}; EPi = ||E∗

i ||/||Ei||,
whereE∗

i = {p|p ∈ OM, p ∈ Ei}. Considering the possible inaccuracy of initial
OM at boundaries, regions are classified as:

A region Ri is determined to be a object region, if, and only if, RPi >
thresholdR & EPi > thresholdE .

In our experiments, the thresholds are simply selected as thresholdR =
thresholdE = 0.7. Based on the above criterion, all the regions in the image
are analyzed and classified. Finally, the refined OM with accurate boundaries is
used to extract the moving object. Fig. 3 shows an example of moving object
extraction. From the segmentation result in Fig. 3(c), we can see the boundaries
are very close to the real edge of moving object.

5 Experiments

The proposed method is tested on a number of video sequences. In this section,
experimental results on Mom-daughter and Table-tennis are presented.

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed method we manually
extract the objects in the video sequences as the ground truth or actual objects,
and we evaluate the results obtained by the proposed method with the ground
truth as follows:

SA =
Pe

Pa
(11)

where SA is the spatial accuracy of extracted object. pe is the number of error
pixels belonging to the grey regions in Fig. 6(b). pa is the total number of actual
object pixels belonging to the grey region in Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 4. Experiment on Mom-daughter : (a) is the original image; (b) gives the extracted
motion layers (because the motion of a human body is non-rigid, the motion layers are
fluctuant correspondingly, which can also be seen in velocity map (c)); By combining
the edge information in (d) with the initial OM, the final results are shown in (e) and (f)
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Fig. 5. Experiment on Table-tennis

Fig. 6. Spatial accuracy definition
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Using such objective performance evaluation criteria, we compare the pro-
posed method with the techniques in [2] and [4]. Fig. 7 shows the evaluation
results using Table-tennis sequence. From Fig. 7, we can see that, in many cases,
the presented method can produce more accurate segmentation results than the
other two. This partly comes from that graph cuts technique can preserve spatial
coherency in motion layers, even when there is no manifest texture information.
Besides, watershed segmentation together with WCA region merging algorithm
also provide satisfying edge information for the extraction of moving objects.

One remaining problem for the proposed method is that only the motion
cue between two frames is used to extract motion layer, which is not enough
to extract meaningful objects in many cases. We will intend to embed tracking
technique into the segmentation system in our future work. Another problem
lies in the stage of motion boundary refinement, where the accuracy of object
boundaries depends on the edge information too much. If edge map fails to
describe the actual boundary information precisely, the extracted object will
lose its accuracy.

6 Conclusion

This paper presented an approach to automatically segment moving objects from
image sequences with accurate boundaries. The contribution of the presented
method can be summarized as follows: Motion seed detection, which finds out
how many motions are there in the video and where they are, provides a reason-
able initial state for Motion layer expansion. Then during the expansion process,
energy function and graph cuts technique preserve the spatial coherency of mo-
tion layers. Such layers, combined with edge information, produce the segmented
moving objects with accurate boundaries. Several experimental results are shown
in the paper, which illustrate the promising performance of the proposed method.
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